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JUST PADDLING WHILE THE EMPIRE BURNS 
Note from CCPO Editor:  The author of this excellent article eloquently and accurately describes the abysmal 
condition and ever-accelerating decline of society in the U.S. and entire world today.  Written by a secularist (we 
replaced foul language with “[deleted]”) we see that our nation’s decline and the rise of global tyranny as 
prophesied in the Bible (Daniel 7, Revelation 18, and elsewhere) is no longer just a “conspiracy theory” of the 
religious right but is evident to anyone who has eyes to see.  The author mourns the delusion and denial of most 
people (2 Thessalonians 2) while “Rome burns” with increasing violence (Genesis 6, Matthew 24, and Luke 17); 
food scarcity and hyperinflation (Revelation 6); moral decay and confusion (Romans 1) and a corrupt and 
dangerous medical establishment (see Revelation 18:23, where the word translated “sorcery” is the root word of 
our word “pharmaceutical”); and other symptoms of our rapidly imploding society.  Unlike the author, however, 
believers have hope, not that good people will win out in the end, but that Jesus will.  Current events scream that 
God’s Word is true.  Normal is not coming back, but Jesus is!  Are you ready? 

The phrase “fiddling while Rome burns” is an 
intriguing idiom, referencing the great fire which 
ravaged Rome for six days in 64 A.D. and the 
legend that Nero, one of the most sadistic, 
decadent, and cruel rulers of all-time, instead of 
taking action to stop the fire, played his lyre 
while composing a song about Rome’s 
destruction. The Roman historian Tacitus wrote 
that Nero was rumored to have sung about the 
destruction of Rome while watching the city burn 
but it’s likely this was just a myth.  

The fire destroyed seventy percent of the city and left 
half the population homeless. There are those who 
believe Nero set the fire on purpose, especially after he 
used land cleared by the fire to build his Golden Palace 
and its surrounding pleasure gardens. Being a soulless 
autocrat at heart, Nero did what all feckless politicians 
do, he blamed the Christians (an obscure religious sect at 
the time) for the fire and had many arrested and 
executed. 

Whether this story is true or just a parable, the messages 
are pertinent throughout history, and never more so than 
now. Occupying one’s time doing inconsequential things 
while a catastrophic event is underway is the ultimate in 
leadership failure. Focusing on trivial matters while your 
people are suffering during a time of crisis is the mark of 
an ineffectual irresponsible leader or one whose true 
purpose is to burn down society so it can be “built back 

better” in the form of a communist totalitarian state ruled 
by a globalist elite cabal. 

One cannot ignore the parallels to our American empire 
in flames as Biden, the hordes of hyena politicians in 
Washington DC, their captured corporate propaganda 
media mouthpieces, central banker fiat printing enablers, 
and the Davos billionaire cadre are attempting a 
controlled burn of our world, but it has become a 
conflagration destined to rage out of control and 
consume the planet in flames. 

We are most certainly living in a time of crisis, as this 
Fourth Turning hastens towards our rendezvous with 
destiny. Not only is the American empire burning in an 
abstract sense, but once the ANTIFA, BLM and pro-
abortion terrorist groups (all funded by Soros and Gates) 
hit the streets, the country is literally burning. The chaos, 
havoc, violence, and vitriol are all being engineered by 
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the puppeteers/invisible government who control the 
minds of the masses through media manipulation, non-
stop propaganda, technological deceit, and social 
indoctrination through government schooling. It was 
succinctly described by Edward Bernays nearly a 
century ago and has been perfected by those in 
governing the world today. 

“The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the 
organized habits and opinions of the masses is an 
important element in democratic society. Those who 
manipulate this unseen mechanism of society 
constitute an invisible government which is the true 
ruling power of our country. We are governed, our 
minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas 
suggested, largely by men we have never heard of. This 
is a logical result of the way in which our democratic 
society is organized. Vast numbers of human beings 
must cooperate in this manner if they are to live together 
as a smoothly functioning society. In almost every act of 
our daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics or 
business, in our social conduct or our ethical 
thinking, we are dominated by the relatively small 
number of persons who understand the mental 
processes and social patterns of the masses. It is they 
who pull the wires which control the public mind.” – 
Edward Bernays – Propaganda (1928) pp. 9–10 

 

I wonder if the people of Rome were as baffled by their 
emperor’s total disregard for their well-being and safety 
as their city burned to the ground as the minority of 
critical thinking Americans are today watching Biden, 
his Obama handlers, and their toadies in congress 
systematically burn our once great republic to the 
ground. There is no doubt Biden is an incompetent, low 
IQ, hapless, dementia ridden, racist, pedophile, but what 
is happening in this country and across the globe is not 
due to incompetence, but a purposeful destruction of all 
productive structures, small businesses, Constitutional 
rights, and societal norms, in order to implement a 
totalitarian techno-gulag across the world run by a global 
elite of billionaires and their evil apparatchiks. 

A crucial aspect of this New World Order is a massive 
depopulation of the planet to the desired number of serfs 
needed to do the slave labor necessary to keep the 
overlords in luxury and splendor. Private jets, yachts and 
fenced luxurious 25-bathroom mansions with private 
armed security for them. The serfs will own nothing, eat 
bugs, and be happy, or be swiftly terminated, since guns 
will have been outlawed. Our nation is beset by traitors 
within. 

 

The pockets of firestorms swirling out of control across 
the world, purposely ignited by those running the show, 
makes it difficult to distinguish between fires detonated 
as distractions and the real inferno destined to reduce the 
world to ashes. Everything roiling the world over the last 
twenty-seven months has been initiated and/or utilized 
by the ruling oligarchs to implement their master plan of 
“building back better” after they burn the world to the 
ground. Even the distractions are designed to further 
their agenda. The latest distraction being the Supreme 
Court ruling on abortion. 

The lunatic left is rioting and protesting in left wing 
cities where they can murder an unborn child any time 
they want, while woke corporations’ virtue signal, and 
insane females have mental breakdowns on Tik Tok. It 
gives the left-wing media something to scream about 
other than the January 6 “insurrection” hearings that no 
one watched. Pride month is nothing but a giant 
distraction, where drag queens, teachers grooming 
children, and transgender [deleted] are jammed down 
our throats while corporations attempt to capitalize on 
the worship of abnormality to increase their profits. The 
government has achieved the goal put forth by William 
Casey in 1981…. 

To read this article in its entirety, go to: 
https://www.theburningplatform.com/2022/06/28/just-
paddling-while-the-empire-burns/#more-270623 
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